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Abstract: Optical access networks are of pivotal research interest for both academia and industry after the
successful deployment of optical fiber in backbone and metro networks. This is due to the realization that the
main network bottleneck exists in access networks and much of the research is focused on improving access
segment performance. One of the aims is to provide highly scalable solutions to service providers to make fiber
reach the end user. An extensive research has been carried out to evaluate a Broadband Passive Optical
Network (BPON) for both downstream and upstream traffic to achieve the desired targets. The system has been
analyzed on the basis of Data Rate, Fiber length, Coding technique, number of users, wavelengths and their
effects on Bit Error rate (BER) as the key performance parameter using OptiSystem® Simulator version 7.
Remarkable results have been achieved and a novel relation has been developed between the data rate and
accommodated users. It has been revealed that, in downstream direction, doubling the number of users only
requires switching to the lower data rate in order to maintain identical BER effects over the same fiber length.
Additionally, the relation has also been tested on Return-to-Zero (RZ) and Non-Return-to-zero (NRZ) coding
and has been found to be unaffected by coding formats used.
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INTRODUCTION The main challenge besides replacing copper

The advent of optical communication systems has bottleneck problem. It has been estimated that around
given rise to higher data rates available over longer 75%  of all the United States building are in 1km vicinity
distances and for greater number of users compared to of  optical  fiber backbone but only 5% of the buildings
traditional copper based transmission systems. Optical are connected with the high speed carrier. These fiber
communication systems has proven their worth in cables are operating over 2.5Gbps to 10Gbps data rates
backbone transmission networks and has created an while the user utilizes traditional systems capable of
exponential increment in the transmission capacities as providing up to 100Mbps.
compared to traditional copper based systems in just a Research has suggested several techniques to
decade time. Optical Communication systems influenced overcome  last  mile  bottleneck,  namely, Microwave
the metropolitan area networks (MANs) where optical media backups, Free Space Optics etc. All the techniques
fiber technology reduced the overall cost of these have some merits and differences but the most promising
systems besides the provision of higher speed transit technology is found to be Passive optical Networks
networks  operating  over  repeaterless  point   to  point (PONs). PONs require deploying physical fiber media to
(P-to-P) and ring topologies. the user, which in itself is a challenge as the copper

Today, Wide Area Networks (WANs) and MANs infrastructure is not easy to be replaced. Yet, once
data rates range from 100Mbps to 100Gbps.As the WANs commercially deployed, PONs proves to be the only
and MANs technologies matured over time, the research technology for providing last mile bottleneck remedy in
interest  shifted more towards proving fiber deeper into future.
the access network segments. The goal has been to PONs has a tree topology in order to maximize their
provide user with data rates comparable to optical MANs coverage with minimum network splits, thus reducing
and to support consumer services that are potentially optical power loss. This is important, since a passive
incompatible over copper cable. distribution  network  has  no  amplifiers  or  regenerators.

infrastructure with fiber cable has been the last mile
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Fig. 1: Generic BPON Architecture

First generation PONs work in time division multiplexing A typical BPON architecture consists of 20 km
fashion and are currently being deployed worldwide.
These PONs use P-to-P and point to multipoint (P-to-MP)
tree topologies and provide overall bandwidth to users
over greater distances. As the infrastructure is shared
among greater number of users, PON architecture offers
lower maintenance and installation costs [1-2].

PONs has also been through standardization phase
and is being differentiated currently on the basis of types
and methods of services provided to the users. Different
subclasses of PONs being standardized are asynchronous
transport mode (ATM) PON & broadband PON (BPON):
(ATMPON & BPON; ITU G983), gigabit PON (GPON; ITU
G984) and Ethernet PON (EPON; IEEE 802.3ah). These
classes of PONs are widely accepted as current
generation optical access solutions [3].

In 1997, based on Full Service Access Network
(FSAN) proposal, the ITU-T adopted Recommendation
G.983.1, which specified APON architecture with a
symmetrical 155 Mbps upstream and downstream bit
rates. It used a shared transmission data rate of 54 Mbps
and was mainly designed for compatibility with existing
voice and phone services. APON, are considered as
upgrades of the Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Lines
(ADSLs) and are therefore strongly supported by
Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs) [4-5].

Due to the increase in internet usage and so the
required bandwidth by users, the shared transmission
data rate of 45Mbps was upgraded to 155Mbps in
downstream direction. As the bandwidth demands never
ceased to grow, the data rate was again upgraded to
622Mbps. This upgrade was reflected by changing the
name  of ATM-PON to Broadband-PON (BPON).
Analysts have estimated that 75 percent of PON systems
in  the US, where most telecommunications carriers
already use ATM, are BPON based [6-7].

maximum  distance between optical line terminal (OLT)
and optical network unit ONU and has symmetric PON or
asymmetric PON with a maximum of 1.244 Mb/s
downstream to the customer and 622 Mb/s upstream [8]
Figure (1) shows a generic Broadband Passive optical
Network architecture:

B-PON  provides  reliable  communication  for
reaches  of   up   to   20  km.   Because   a   splitter  in B-
PON is a passive device,  maintenance free operation
between user sites and the central office is feasible.
Moreover,  the  total   cost   of   a   B-PON   system is
lower than conventional approaches [9]. In many ways,
BPON has proved to be currently the most trusted
technology for access networks. An extensive research
has been carried out to highlight some of the most
important characteristics of BPONs in downstream
direction.

Simulation Methodology: OptiSystem® version 7 of
OptiWave ® Corporation [10] has been used as
simulation environment for this research work. System
performance has been analyzed by changing number of
users,  data  rate,  coding technique and fiber length. The
system has been developed to accommodate up to 32
users and network is evaluated on acceptable Bit Error
Rate  (BER) values while the parameters such as Data
Rate, Fiber length, Coding technique, number of users
and wavelengths have been varied. The developed
network has been bidirectional and has been evaluated in
both upstream and downstream directions. Upstream
results  are  not  included into the analysis as the
upstream traffic already provided optimum results.
Therefore, only downstream traffic data has been
analyzed in this research work.
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Fig. 2: BPON Simulation Model for (a) Downstream traffic and (b) Upstream traffic

Table 1: BPON Simulation parameters

Component Parameter type Value

PRBS generator Downstream Bit rate(Mbps) 155-622
Upstream Bit rate(Mbps) 155-622

Light source Downstream wavelength(nm) 1490,1530,1540,1550,1560
Upstream wavelength(nm) 1310

Modulator Modulation format NRZ,RZ
Splitter Bidirectional Insertion loss(dB) 1.5
Circulator Bidirectional Insertion loss(dB) 3
Optical fiber Bidirectional Attenuation constant(dB/km) 0.2

Length(km) 1-20
Dispersion(ps/nm/km) 16.75
Dispersion Slope(ps/nm^2/km) 0.075

Photodetector PIN Responsivity(A/W) 0.8
Dark Current(nA) 10

The  simulation setup for analyzing downstream For  demonstration   purpose,   network  constructed
traffic has been shown in Figure 2(a). The transmitter, the for  upstream  traffic  is  also  represented in Figure 2(b).
single mode fiber, an optical splitter, the Optical Network All  the  ONUs  contain  a  separate  transmitter to
Units (ONUs) and BER analyzer have been connected modulate user data onto laser beam and send to the
systematically. Table 1 lists all the parametric values set optical  splitter,  which  acts as signal combiner in
in the simulation environment according to standard upstream  case.  The  combined  signal  is  then travelled
network values. on  the  optical fiber and at the OLT side a receiver detects
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the optical signal and produces a BER value The same effect but for 32 users has been shown in
corresponding to the signal quality received. Figure 3(b). It can be easily seen that the system reach is

The transmitter is configured to generate both greatly sacrificed when 32 users are provided with
155Mbps and 622Mbps data rates for downstream traffic. 622Mbps rate and has got limited to only 1km. At this
BER values are computed on the corresponding ONUs to length, the BER value has dropped to 10  above which
reflect network performance. Split ratio, or the number of system performance becomes unsatisfactory for standard
accommodated users, greatly affect the system deployment. When 32 users are provided with 155Mbps,
performance as the number of users increases, the more the system reach is acceptable and is around 18km.
the optical signal strength is splitted and the signal travel Modulation formats are indispensable elements to
distance shortens. The Single mode fiber length has been judge system performance in terms of channel capacity.
changed from 0 to 20km and results are plotted for 1530, Return to Zero (RZ) is found to be more tolerant to fiber
1540, 1550, 1560 & 1490nm wavelengths accordingly to non-linearity than do Non Return to Zero (NRZ), due to
capture system performance over a wider spectrum. the  regular data pattern of optical signal [11]. It can be

RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION nonlinearities and due to shorter pulse width, RZ may

The effect of different data rates for 16 users over pulse time and longer interaction time between
different fiber lengths has been shown in Figure 3(a). wavelengths, NRZ may suffer more nonlinearities. In fact,

It has been observed that as the fiber length NRZ is more adversely affected by nonlinearities,
increases, BER increases due to pulse spreading and whereas RZ is more affected by dispersion [12].
dispersion phenomena associated with optical fiber. As The effects of modulation formats on network
expected, the BER values are found excellent to performance  in  terms  of  BER  over different fiber
accommodate 16 users over the whole fiber length, with all lengths have been shown in Figure 4(a). It has been
wavelengths providing similar patterns and developing observed that RZ performs poorer than NRZ format and
identical curves. It has been revealed that 16 users gives higher BER values at both 622Mbps and 155Mbps
provided with 622Mbps have more horizontal increment rates for 16 users. The response of both coding formats
in BER as compared to the users provided with 155Mbps. shows   that   there  is  slightly  different   BER   values  at

12

due to higher peak power, RZ may suffer more

suffer more dispersion. It can also be due to a longer

Fig. 3: BER vs. SMF length in downstream direction for (a) 16 users and (b) 32 users
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Fig. 4: BER vs. SMF length when RZ and NRZ coding are used for (a) 16 users and (b) 32 users

Fig. 5: Data Rate vs. SMF length for (a) 16 users and (b) 32 users
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Fig. 6: SMF length vs. Split Ratio at different data rates for (a) 1550nm and (b) 1490nm

higher data rates compared to the lower data rate. Figure 6(a) and (b), where the two standard wavelengths
Comparison of the network accommodating 32 users and used for downstream traffic, 1490nm and 1550nm, are
employing two standard data rates for both NRZ and RZ computed on the basis of standard BER value.
formats has been shown in Figure 4(b). The BER effects As a matter of fact, both profiles represent an
coincide with the 16 users` response and there are exponential   relationship    between    split    ratio  and
essentially no apparent differences observed. So it has fiber length.  As  the  number  of  users  increases  the
also been revealed that this effect is found independent system reach decays exponentially and it becomes
of the number of accommodated users. increasingly difficult to achieve standard BER values at

The effects of changing fiber lengths on the data rate the ONUs side. Both the measurements exhibit similar
over several wavelengths for 16 users have been shown response, inferring that this effect is independent of
in Figure 5(a). wavelengths used.

The data points are taken at BER values of 10  or It has  been  noticed  from  different measurements,12

better. All the wavelengths represent independent as mentioned above, that network reachability is largely
behavior while 1550nm is found to have comparatively limited due to system scalability. So a tradeoff has to be
linear transition. For 32 users, as in figure 5(b), introduced between these two dimensions and network
wavelengths 1540 and 1560nm are found to follow the performance has to be affected linearly when both these
most linear transition in data rates as the length varies, dimensions are changed in conjunction. Once developed,
while  1530  and  1550nm, though behaving nonlinearly, the system can then be optimized according to the
are found to follow relative transition over fiber length. network requirements over a quiescent point.
Wavelength 1490nm generally follows the trend. BER vs. SMF length comparison with RZ and NRZ

It has been observed that the split ratio has a cogent for 16 and 32 users has been shown in figure 7 and figure
effect  on system reach. This fact is demonstrated in 8 respectively.
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Fig. 7: BER and SMF length comparison with NRZ codes for (a) 32 vs. 16 users and (b) 16 vs. 8 users

BER vs. Single Mode Fiber (SMF) length curve is 622Mbps is provided to 8 users and one in which data
drawn   for   two   network  scenarios:  cumulative  data rate of 155Mbps is provided to 16 users. Figure 7(b)
rate of  155Mbps provided to 32 users and cumulative supports this novel approach completely and similar
data rate of 622Mbps provided to 16 users. It is response with almost all the data points converging over
surprisingly  interesting  to  note   that   in   both  cases, changing fiber lengths have been attained. It is worth
the  BER  effect  over  changing  fiber   length   is  found noting here that the system is simulated on different
to  highly  correlate  with  each  other.   In   other  words, wavelengths to further support the novelty of this
16 users  at  cumulative  622Mbps  will  experience the approach and it can be easily seen that different
same  signal  quality  even  if the number of wavelengths are affected the same way in terms of BER at
accommodated  users  is  doubled, with an obvious the receiver side in downstream direction.
change  in  data  rate  from  622 to 155Mbps in This effect can be exploited in many situations,
downstream direction. The reason behind this effect is especially   in   access   networks,   where   a  sudden
obvious; the magnitude of signal splitting factor is 3dB in change in  system  topology  causes  a  sudden  and
a standard optical system whereas the data rate is also severe degradation in received signal quality at the user
changed in the same proportion, roughly 3 times end which, in many cases, adversely affects the higher
increment or decrement. So, if number of users are layers of  network  where  Quality  of Service (QoS),
doubled, or halved, splitting factor and data rate are packet  dropping  probability and fairness are key issues
changed in proportion to each other leading to identical to  deal  with.  Due  to  this,  reduction  in  signal  quality
changes on the BER effect. is  more  opposed from the user as well as service

To strengthen the argument, the same effect is trialed providers perspective compared to reduction in data rates
on two other scenarios: one in which data rate of in a short run.
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Fig. 8: BER and SMF length comparison with RZ codes for (a) 32 vs. 16 users and (b) 16 vs. 8 users

To confirm the validity of this approach, the above All simulation results presented in this paper
mentioned four scenarios have been checked on different confirmed the established standards. It has been revealed
modulation formats as well. For this reason, simulation that, in downstream direction, higher data rates
was performed again but the modulation format, correspond to degraded system performance over
previously  used  NRZ,  was  changed to RZ format. differing fiber lengths provided the number of users is
Figure 8(a) and (b) justify quite well that the BER effect kept constant. It has been also observed that, as the fiber
over fiber length follows the same pattern as it did length is increased, the data rate must be decreased to
previously and the system was found to have identical achieve the same values of BER. An inverse exponential
convergence even when modulation format was modified. relation has been developed when fiber split ratio was

CONCLUSION Additionally, the use of NRZ and RZ codes significantly
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